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Abstract: Visible-light communication is a promising technology for industrial environments.
However, a variety of physical effects may influence the communication quality in this potentially
harsh environment: Dust and other particles lead to increased attenuation. Artificial light sources
and industrial processes, such as grinding and welding, cause optical cross-talk. A multitude
of reflective surfaces can lead to fading due to multi-path propagation. These three aspects are
experimentally investigated in exemplary manufacturing processes at five different production
sites in order to estimate the relative importance and their specific impact on VLC transmission
in industrial areas. Spectral measurements demonstrate the presence of interfering light sources,
which occupy broad parts of the visible spectrum. They give rise to flickering noise, which
comprises a set of frequencies in the electrical domain. The impact of these effects on the
communication is analysed with reference to the maximum achievable channel capacity and data
rate approximation based on on-off keying is deduced. It is found that cross-talk by environmental
and artificial light sources is one of the strongest effects, which influences the optical, but also
the electrical spectrum. It is also observed that industrial areas differ strongly and must be
categorised according to the manufacturing processes, which can induce quite a variation of dust
and attenuation accordingly.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Visible light communication (VLC) is one approach to solve the radio spectrum crunch. In
industrial applications, field devices increasingly operate at temporary locations or completely
mobile via wireless links. The number of mobile applications and devices rise, whereas the
available radio bandwidth remains the same [1]. As a result of the increasing spectrum usage, a
wireless connection can ultimately be lost, leading to an overall denial of service [2]. In contrast,
a mobile industrial production system requires field devices to be as reliable as wired devices
(relating to availability, ruggedness, scalability). The development of mobile communication
technologies like the current standard 5G or Software Defined Radio poses technologies which
shall efficiently distribute the available spectrum. However an even broader spectrum becomes
available when using the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Originally focusing on
infra-red communication in 2003, the Visible Light Communications Consortium (VLCC) was
founded in Japan with the intent to use the visible spectrum for standardized communication [3].
Worldwide a growing interest emerged, leading, for example, to the research project "HOME
Gigabit Access" (OMEGA) in VLC-based consumer networks in Europe [4]. In the consumer
and office sector, ceiling and office lamps are also used as transceivers for communication as
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well as illumination. Mobile terminals can receive data within the cone of light [4–6]. In the
back-haul branch, a satellite or ground station uses VLC to transmit aggregated mobile data for
instance by using highly directional lasers [7]. Lately, VLC is also used for implementing indoor
navigation systems in shopping malls [8,9].

Though proven as a potent communication technology, VLC struggles with the application
in industrial environments [10]. The industrial environment is different from office, home and
laboratory environments. For example, a VLC system placed in a robotic production cell exhibits
Ethernet frame latencies varying from 0.1 ms up to 0.8 s, due to probable communication loss [11].
The particle influence as well as the channel characteristics are named as primary performance
limitations [12]. Signal degradation caused by artificial light sources, multi-path propagation,
shadowing and mobility are amongst the most important hindrances [5,6,13,14]. Those are
nevertheless normal conditions in industrial environments. However, the occurrence of these
effects and their respective impact on an optical communication system is currently unclear.

In this contribution, a comprehensive view on the degrading physical effects on the optical
signals in industrial environments is presented. The focus of this paper lies on physical
measurements and data analysis, whereas their impact on communication properties are deduced,
exposing degradation in the channel capacity, the bit-error probability and achievable data rate.
In order to model individual degrading effects, a novel method to decompose superimposed light
in spatially, spectral measurements is derived. The studied impacting factors are analysed to
assess their potential influence on VLC in industrial areas. Thus, the influences of industrial
environments are modelled to assess the VLC-system parameters such as the data rate of the
overall system. Here, it becomes apparent that industries can vary greatly and must be categorized.

The article is structured as follows: In Section 2 the industrial environment is introduced and
an explanation of the degrading effects is given. In the following Section 3, a model is derived
which allows to estimate the respective impact on the communication performance. In Section
4 the method, results and analysis of the measurements are demonstrated. A discussion of the
measurement results is conducted in Section 5, followed by a conclusion in Section 6.

2. Visible-light communication in industrial areas

The considered VLC system consists of an LED transmitter at the ceiling of a workshop and
a photo detector as a receiver, which is placed near the ground. It is possible by the same
means to reverse the communication direction, but here primarily the down-link connection
is surveyed. This connection can be influenced by nearby machines, which act as a source of
reflections (multi-path propagation). Production processes like welding and grinding or artificial
light sources lead to interfering stray light or attenuating particles. An overview of this industrial
scenario is sketched in Fig. 1.

Each degrading effect has been empirically analysed at five different production sites, which
will be explained subsequently. Among the five examined production sites the environment has
an average area of 1000 m2. The average ceiling height is 5 m with the illumination installed at
4 m distance to the floor.

2.1. Dust and particles in the optical path

Whereas outdoor free-space optical communication systems must overcome the scattering effects
e.g. by fog and rain, for instance covered by Rajbhandari and Ghassemlooy [2,15], scattering
effects in indoor industrial environments are more diverse. Fabrication and processing often
produces dust particles, which will lead to additional attenuation and may alter the optical
spectrum. In the context of losses due to dust particles in industrial areas, scattering will be the
predominant effect. An electromagnetic wave with the initial intensity I0 is attenuated on its
optical path with length s by particles who scatter and absorb the electromagnetic wave. The
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Fig. 1. Overview of the VLC communication within an industrial environment. Interfering
effects such as attenuating particles, stray light and multi path propagation are indicated in
colours.

attenuation follows the Lambert-Beers law [16]:

I(s) = I0 · e−α ·s (1)

with the attenuation coefficient α. The type of scattering – and thus the attenuation and its
wavelength dependence – is determined by the relative diameter ds of the particles with respect
to the wavelength λ.

- ds ≤ λ: Rayleigh scattering decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength according to
α ∝ λ−4 [17].

- ds ≈ λ: Mie scattering shows no particular wavelength dependence, α ≠ f (λ) [18].

- - ds>λ: Geometrical optics describe the light path directly in terms of attenuation, independent
of the wavelength [19].

To further determine the attenuation and scattering, further information are necessary, such as
the molecular composition, shape, size distribution or the relative cross section of the particles
in the light beam. In the surveyed companies primarily metal is being processed, therefore
the charted, supplemental information of metal grinding processing is used [20]. The particle
concentration, is however currently mostly uncharted for common industrial environments and
for particle producing processes (e. g. soldering) and is therefore measured. The particles range
in the diameter between 1-10 mum. The particles have a mostly spherical shape [20] and consist
mainly of elemental carbon [21]. The typical particle size ds in industrial areas can therefore be
assumed to be larger than λ so that geometrical optics can be applied. In this case, the attenuation
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coefficient depends on the number of particles Np per volume and their size as follows [21]:

α = Np · π

(︃
ds

2

)︃2
. (2)

Thus, larger particles as well as higher particle densities lead to stronger attenuation.

2.2. Environmental light sources

The transmission of a signal, which is modulated onto a light wave, is also subject to these
environmental (artificial or natural) light sources. Grinding, welding and other manufacturing
processes produce incandescent light (like sparks or flames) which interfere with the optical
signal. In addition, in industrial environments different lighting conditions are present like digital
signalling, human machine interfaces or at light emitting processes like welding. Hence, several
different sources of light have been investigated, especially the sun as a major contributor to
background radiation [22]. This can be described as an additive irradiation, which can saturate
the receiver. In addition to the optical spectrum, the light sources are found to be time varying
and thus exhibit an electrical spectrum (the time varying, electrically modulated signal on
the optical wave) after demodulation by a photo-detector. This effect can be described by an
additional frequency-dependent electrical noise signal so that particular frequencies are more
compromised than others. Artificial light sources like fluorescent lights have been found to
exhibit this behaviour [23,24]. But these degrading effects are commonly subsumed as additive
white noise on the signal, neglecting the dynamic behaviour, location and spectral distribution
[25]. Thus, the optical as well the electrical spectral density of these interfering signals determine
the actual impact on the signal transmission and should be identified. However, the optical
irradiation distribution as well as the frequency-dependent flickering behavior is currently mostly
unidentified and needs to be measured.

2.3. Reflective surfaces

Due to the often metallic surfaces of machines and inventory an incident light is reflected. This
leads to more than one possible path the signal can take from the transmitter to the receiver. In
this so-called multi-path scenario, several parts of the optical signal arrive at different times
at the receiver, thus with different losses and time delays. The frequency response of such a
multi-path transmission forms a low-pass filter that restricts the available channel bandwidth.
The radio-based multi-path propagation has been exhaustively researched [26–28] and has
led to the ITU standardization of several models for mobile communication, in particular the
tapped-delay line (TDL) model [29]. This approach superimposes weighed time-delayed copies
of the transmitted signals in the electrical domain. The ITU uses the TDL model for different
speed scenarios (pedestrian, car, train). VLC relies on an incoherent channel so that multi-path
propagation will only affect the modulated signal (in the electrical domain), but does not lead
to carrier fading. Theoretically, the impulse-response can be calculated based on the exact
knowledge of each reflective element in the environment [30]. Besides the different channel
model, the current VLC standard IEEE 802.15.7 only includes a roaming concept, whereas the
multi-path properties and physical effects of industrial environments are ignored. In order to
further assess the impact on the optical communication the TDL parameters need to be measured.

The above mentioned effects (particle attenuation, multi-path propagation, interfering light)
form the most occurring and therefore important influences on the optical signal in the surveyed
industrial sites.

3. Impact on the communication channel

The respective impact of physical effects needs to be examined to assess their impact on the
optical communication channel. This VLC channel is hereafter modelled according to Fig. 2,
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incorporating all named effects into one model. Based on this model the information capacity and
the data rate (parameter bit error probability) for a non-return-to-zero transmission is derived.

Fig. 2. Model of the VLC channel with the optical path in blue and the electrical in
black. The optical spectral densities of the signal P′

sig(λ) and the interfering element
P′

int(λ) are assumed to add incoherently, will be transformed into an electrical signal at the
photo-diode. The optical filter Ho(λ) includes the wavelength-dependent attenuation and
the opto-electrical conversion of the photo-diode and is assumed to be identical for the two
optical components. The electrical filter He(f ) accounts for the bandwidth limitation ∆f of
the circuitry and for the reduction of noise with spectral density of N0.

3.1. Information capacity

The information capacity is the maximum amount of information that can pass through a
communication channel without an error. According to Shannon [31], the maximum information
capacity Cmax increases linearly with the available bandwidth B and logarithmic with the signal-
noise ratio (SNR) due the possibility to encode more bits per symbol. If the SNR varies with the
frequency, the total capacity can be estimated by dividing the total bandwidth into frequency
intervals of constant SNR and integrate:

Cmax =

∫ B

0
log2 [1 + SNR(f )] df . (3)

The studied environmental effects have an impact on the signal power due to attenuation, but
will also affect the transmission by interfering cross-talk. This interfering signal is unknown
and is assumed to be random. Therefore, it will be treated as an additional noise term using the
signal-interference-plus-noise ratio SINR instead of the SNR in Eq. (3), which can be expressed
as:

SNR(f ) ≈ SINR(f ) =
P′

sig(f )
P′

int(f ) + N0
(4)

with the spectral power density of the signal P′
sig(f ), the interfering signal P′

int(f ) and the average
noise power density N0, which is assumed to be white thermal noise. In contrast to the well-known
definition of the SNR, this expression is not based on the total power of the entire signal or the
interference, but on the frequency-dependent spectral power densities. This is indicated by the
prime. The thermal-noise density in Eq. (4) is defined by the Johnson-Nyquist relation

N0 = 4kBT , (5)

with the Boltzmann constant kB and the temperature T . Other noise sources (e. g. shot noise or
other radiation sources) contribute to the minimal thermal noise at room temperature (T = 290 K,
N0 = 4 · 10−18 W/Hz) depending on the receiver design. In order to factor this uncertainty in, it
is assumed that N0 varies by the factor 1000. The noise density N0 therefore ranges between
4 · 10−18 W/Hz and 4 · 10−15 W/Hz. Note that these quantities of the SNR are evaluated as
electrical signals within the receiver circuit. Furthermore, the two domains of an electrically
modulated signal on the one hand and the used optical light wave on the other hand have to be
incorporated. It is assumed that the emitted optical wavelength band is entirely dependent on the
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light source and its characteristics. The power of the emitted signal is dependent on the electrical
modulation. Based on these assumptions, the optical and the electrical spectrum can be evaluated
separately from each other. As shown in the modelling approach in Fig. 2 the received signal in
the optical domain is dependent on the optical power density P′ and the optical channel Ho(λ).
For this study, the optical signal and the interfering signal are assumed to propagate similar paths
with almost identical optical properties Ho(λ). The received current of the signal and interfering
signal at the photo-diode with responsivity R can thus be expressed as:

isig = R ·

∫
λ

P′
sig(λ)|Ho(λ)|

2dλ (6)

iint = R ·

∫
λ

P′
int(λ)|Ho(λ)|

2dλ. (7)

The electrically converted optical powers can be estimated assuming a constant resistance RPD
of the photo-diode:

Psig = i2sig · RPD (8)

Pint = i2int · RPD. (9)
The Eqs. (8) and 9 give an estimate over the integral powers, but no indication on their

frequency dependence within the electrical spectrum. The electrical spectrum of the signal Ssig(f )
and interference Sint(f ) are assumed to be normalised (

∫ +∞
−∞

|S(f )|2df = 1) so that the spectral
densities can be expressed by their spectral densities after electrical filtering with He(f ) with the
weighing factors obtained from Eqs. (8) and 9 as

P′
sig(f ) = Psig · |He(f )Ssig(f )|

2 (10)

P′
int(f ) = Pint · |He(f )Sint(f )|

2. (11)
Using Eqs. (4), 10 and 11, the signal-to-noise ratio at the decision (Fig. 2) can be described as

SNR(f ) ≈
Psig

Pint
·

|Ssig(f )|
2

|Sint(f )|2 +
N0
Pint

. (12)

Furthermore, reflective surfaces lead to multi-path propagation, where the signal reaches the
receiver via different paths with individual delays. The above stated model allows the estimation
of multi-path propagation also. This effect leads to a distortion, which can be modelled by a
simple tapped-delay approach (see also Fig. 12). In a linear, time invariant system (LTI), an
emitted signal x(t) passes through a channel which is received as y(t) [32]

y(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞

x(t − τ) · h(τ) dτ, (13)

which is characterised by the channel impulse response h(τ). If the received signal consists of L
discrete multi-path components, where the kth component is attenuated by αk and delayed by τk
[32], the channel impulse response becomes

h(t) =
L∑︂

k=1
αk · δ(t − τk), (14)

with the corresponding frequency response

He(f ) =
L∑︂

k=1
αk · e− ȷ2πfτk . (15)

The attenuation and the delay spread (the temporal broadening of the impulse response due to
different propagation delays) is specific for an environment. The superposition of the exponential
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functions lead to a frequency selectivity with fades, which limits the available bandwidth.
Inserting Eq. (15) in Eq. (10) allows for the calculation of the adjusted SNR in Eq. (12), thus
factoring in all found physical effects in one novel model. Inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (3) results
the theoretical channel capacity of the link under different environmental conditions.

Table 1. Tapped delay channel model for a static and a mobile industrial environment of an
impulse response

Static Mobile

Tap k τk αk τk αk

1 0 ns 0 dB 0 ns 0 dB

2 23 ns −3.9 dB 23 ns −4.3 dB

3 44 ns −4.7 dB 46 ns −6.0 dB

4 98 ns −9.0 dB 82 ns −8.4 dB

5 148 ns −9.3 dB 156 ns −10.4 dB

3.2. Non-return-to-zero transmission characteristics

The derivation above gives a rough estimate on the theoretically achievable capacity. In many
applications, however, typical transmission schemes are used which achieve only a fraction of
this theoretical limit. Often, the on-off keying (OOK) non-return-to-zero (NRZ) is used as a
transmission format because of its simplicity. For an estimate, it is hereafter assumed that a
typical transmitter and receiver hold a bandwidth of B = 50 MHz and ideally reaches a maximum
bit rate of Rb = 100 Mbit/s based on OOK-NRZ. For such a transmission scheme, the bit-error
probability can be estimated as [32]:

BERNRZ =
1
2

erfc ⎛⎜⎝ 1
2
√

2

√︄
Psig

N0 · ∆f
⎞⎟⎠ , (16)

where the signal power Psig is considered in the electrical domain according to Eq. (8) and
∆f ≤ B is the noise bandwidth, which is restricted by the matched filter at the receiver. The
signal power Psig decreases with optical attenuation, whereas the noise power N0 · ∆f increases
with the data rate Rb. In the analysis, ideal Nyquist pulses are assumed such that ∆f = RB

2 .
Thus, for a given signal power and noise spectral density, a maximum bit rate can be found
such that a required bit-error probability can be achieved, e. g. compliant the the IEEE 802
Ethernet Standard BERNRZ = 10−9. For the subsequent investigations, we assume a maximum
BER = 10−9 corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio of SNR ≥ 21.6 dB.

4. Measurement and analysis of influencing optical effects

In the following section, the method for measuring the above stated effects is explained. The
respective measurement results are demonstrated and their impact on the communication capability
is assessed. For a specific assessment of the influences on a VLC-system, some assumptions
are made according to typical components in VLC systems. According to EN 12464-1 [33], a
minimum illumination of 300 lx is required in industrial indoor work places, which we consider
within this publication. This photometric property can be transformed into a minimum intensity
of interfering signals about I = 2.1 W/m2 (visible range). It can further be assumed that the light
has a non-orthogonal incidence upon the receiver (additionally not fully modulated). Therefore,
an intensity of 1 W/m2 is considered throughout the study. The bandwidth of the transmitter and
receiver is further assumed to be 50 MHz and the active area of the detector is assumed to be
APD = 4 mm2.
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4.1. Attenuation due to dust

To estimate the particle influence on an optical path, information about the particle densities are
necessary. The locations of the measurement are chosen in such a way that the measuring device
can be placed in the close vicinity of the processes (e. g. welding, grinding, soldering machine)
and additionally at random locations. In order to measure the particle concentrations, a particle
analyzer is employed (HoldPeak HP-5800F). It detects the average concentrations of particles
ranging up to 2.5 µm and up to 10 µm sized particles, which for calculation purposes are assumed
to have the diameter 2.5 µm and 10 µm, leading to a view on a worst case scenario. The median
and the standard deviation is calculated for a respective set of 10 measurements. The particle
density varies from environment to environment up to factor 10, as can be observed in Fig. 3.
For general assessment on the influence of dust on the communication channel it is important
to distinguish between industries that involve large amounts of dust particles or not. Another
important aspect is the form of applied air filtering and ventilation. Measurements show that for
soldering alone the particle density can be reduced by more than a factor of ten with ventilation.
The dust from metal cutting can increase the particle density be another two orders of magnitude.
Particles with a diameter of 2.5 µm are averagely present with a density of 5.6 µg/m3 whereas 10
µm particles are present with a density of 6.8 µg/m3. In comparison, a soldering process has
been measured in close proximity (0.2 m distance) with an active ventilation, which exhibits
densities of 75 µg/m3 (2.5 µm) and 95 µg/m3 (10 µm). While soldering without ventilation shows
average particle densities of 710 µg/m3 and 1990 µg/m3. In order to estimate the impact on a
light based signal, the corresponding particle concentrations Np are calculated and translated
into the combined attenuation per m according to Eq. (2) in Fig. 3. The attenuation ranges
between 0.002 dB/m and 70 dB/m. These processes, however, seem to be extremes. The five
investigated companies exhibited relatively similar particle densities, which on average lead to
almost negligible additional attenuation.

Fig. 3. Measured, environmental particle densities at different sites and processes, respective
with the combined attenuation.

This attenuation reduces the signal power and thus the maximum transmission capacity. In
this case the only interfering effect is the increased attenuation due to dust so the interference
term in Eq. (12) becomes zero and the equation simplifies to

SNR(f ) ≈
Psig

N0
|Ssig(f )|

2. (17)
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Here, the electrical signal power Psig is derived from Eqs. (6) and 8, which is proportional to
I2 and decreases with the optical attenuation α(λ) according to Eq. (1). Thus the SNR and the
total capacity depend on λ and on the particle concentration:

Cmax ≈

∫ B

0
log2

(︃
1 +

Psig(λ)

N0
|Ssig(f )|

2
)︃

df . (18)

Figure 4 shows the impact of additional attenuation due to dust on the achievable information
rate Cmax under the above stated assumptions (4 m distance) and different noise levels N0 within the
receiver. The additional attenuation due to dust affects the maximum information rate moderately.
The initial capacity of about 1.8 Gbit/s decreases to about 600 Mbit/s for an additional attenuation
of 30 dB. If the specific OOK-NRZ modulation is used, the influence of dust becomes even more
pronounced. For an attenuation in excess of 20 dB, the achievable data rate is limited to well
below 1 Mbit/s and drops in several cases even below 1 kbit/s (Fig. 4 on the right). In the ideal
case of N0 = 4 · 10−18 W

Hz , the dust does not affect the data rate till the attenuation is larger then
7 dB. For more noisy receivers, the data-rate reduction sets in even earlier. This shows that only
industries that involve metal cutting, soldering without ventilation or other quite dusty processes
prohibit a high data-rate VLC, whereas in all studied companies the attenuation by particles had
only a minor effect.

Fig. 4. Simulation results of the reduction of the maximum information capacity (left) and
the achievable bit rate for OOK-NRZ transmission (right) for BER ≤ 10−9 at different noise
spectral densities within the receiver.

4.2. Environmental sources of light

In order to ascertain what kind of irradiation and spectral occupation exists in the industrial
environment these properties need to be measured. Usually, light sources are measured in a dark
room with no other influences. In order to obtain the light properties in industrial environments,
however, isolating the light sources is an unsuitable method, especially when a production process
emits light (e. g. automated welding). Considering that light sources have angle-dependent
radiation characteristics, the orientation and field of view of the spectrometer highly affects
the measurement quality by changing the proportions of the superimposed light sources [25].
Therefore, a spectrometer (the spectrometer plots the spectrum of each measured point separately
as a graph of wavelength on abscissa and absolute irradiance on ordinate (OceanInsight FLAME))
is rotated on two controlled axes (Skywatcher Acuter AZ Merlin) allowing the detection of the
different positions of light sources while factoring out angular dependencies. This approach
allows for the detection of spatially distributed light sources as well as their classification.
Previous studies also suggest the measurement setup to be carried out at positions of visible
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highlighting [25]. Spots of visible highlighting are for example beside machinery or at illuminated
workplaces. This method of location selection results in the measurement (the measurement has
been set up in a way, that the spectrometer (field of vision = 60◦) is moved on a hemisphere in
steps of 20◦ azimuth and 10◦ elevation). of the maximum irradiance sources and will therefore
be used.

4.2.1. Measurement algorithm for spatially superimposed sources

A drawback of the measurement outside a darkroom is the superposition of several light sources
on a taken measurement. In order to identify the individual source contributions, a novel,
recursive method is introduced in the pseudo code Algorithm 1. This uses the fact that different
light sources cannot be in one place, but must be localized besides each other. Assuming that
alignment maximizes the measured irradiance an individual light source can be found when the
total irradiance progress reaches a maximum. Therefore, at first the total irradiance is calculated
for each measurement, while local maxima in relation to neighboring positions are calculated.
These positions are considered possible origins of light sources. Next, the respective visible
spectrum (380-780 nm) at the irradiation maximum is normalized and the spectral maxima and
minima are evaluated, forming a specific pattern. It is detected whether this pattern fits to other
already known spectra e. g. to the spectrum of the sun (ASTM G173-03: Direct + circumsolar
Reference Spectra). Once the spectrum is known, the respective pattern is subtracted from the
data and the local irradiation is calculated anew. If the spectrum is not known, the pattern needs
to be evaluated. Neighboring measurements must have the same pattern, but with a proportional
lower intensity. Hence the gradient field around the local irradiance maximum is calculated.
All steady maxima belong to the identified source, while unsteady maxima are erased from the
pattern. This process is repeated until all measured irradiance values are explained by a pattern.
The method is validated by reference to dark room measurements of three exemplary light sources
(fluorescent light, white LED, UV light). It is however possible that the irradiance distribution
of a source measured by the method deviates from dark room measurement of the same. This
deviation has two possible reasons: Although a good isolation can be achieved by the orientation
alignment, still some superposition of second sources may occur, which is however not harmful
as it still represents a really occurring portion of the spectral occupation. Furthermore aging can
affect the sources. After several years of operating time for instance an LED emits a different
spectrum than the same new LED. To factor this variation in all leftover irradiation is summarized
in a rest model, which can be treated as an offset.

4.2.2. Flickering measurement

Furthermore, there exists a large variety of flickering light sources in industrial environments,
caused by artificial illumination or manufacturing processes. Therefore, the flicker of the
environment is measured in order to find relevant occupied signal frequencies Ssig(f ). The
measurement setup (the measurements are conducted at the same locations as the spectrum
measurements to find out the flickering frequencies of disturbing light sources) for flickering
measurements includes a detection circuit of a photo-diode (Osram BPX65) and a trans-
impedance amplifier. The photo-diode is mounted with a band pass optical filter (Thorlabs
FESH0800) to eliminate the wavelengths outside of visible light spectrum. The output of
trans-impedance amplifier is evaluated using an oscilloscope (Keysight MSO9254A) to get the
spectrum information. Furthermore, special processes like welding and grinding are observed in
a semi-darkened environment to get the specific, environmental free flicker (the spectrum and
flicker of the environment is measured before the process starts and is subtracted from the latter
measurement data).
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Algorithm 1 Decomposition of superimposed light measurements
1: for Every measurement position do
2: for Every measurement orientation do
3: Calculate total irradiance
4: end for
5: for Each local irradiance maximum do
6: Normalize spectrum
7: Create a pattern of local maxima and minima
8: Compare pattern to known patterns
9: if Pattern is known then

10: Subtract pattern from measurements
11: else
12: Calculate gradient field of local maxima and minima in neighboring orientations
13: if Gradients steady then
14: Create new model from pattern
15: else
16: Neglect unsteady maxima in the pattern
17: Create new model from reduced pattern
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for

4.2.3. Analysis of environmental light sources

In Fig. 5, the median of the whole measurement set at one location as well as the maximum values
of the used spherical measurement are shown. The difference between the two emphasizes that
the orientation of a receiver has a strong impact on the coupling of interfering light sources. The
superimposed measurements are deconstructed (following Algorithm 1) to allow for individual
light source modelling. The sources are identified by considering the angle to the measurement
device. The derived models of the specific spectrum attenuation for the found light sources can
then be used for the composition of the measured spectra. A total of 10 different spectral models
are derived that way, each representing a common light source found in the examined sites. In
Fig. 6, three of these identified source models are represented as an output of Algorithm 1. The
info screen represents human machine interfaces. Occupying a completely different spectrum
also a MIG-welding spectrum and that of an optical tracking system is presented. However, when
re-composing the measured spectrum with these models, not all measured intensities could be
explained. These remains are not clearly relatable and will be factored in by creating a rest model,
which averagely takes in 14 % of the total irradiation measured.

Fig. 5. Exemplary spectral irradiance distribution of a whole spherical measurement
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Fig. 6. Normalized irradiance distribution models of different light sources in the industrial
environment in the visible spectrum (380 - 780 nm).

By further grouping of these models the occurrence in the lighting composition becomes
apparent. Fluorescent lighting and white LEDs represent the apparent artificial illumination.
Furthermore, light emitting processes are found, like metal inert gas (MIG) welding or UV based
lacquering. In the group human machine interfaces info screens and and a projector model are
accumulated. Furthermore, optical tracking systems has been found, exhibiting two different
spectra, dependent on the current state of operation. The composition of the found industrial
environments can be expressed by the respective portion of these groups as presented in Fig. 7.
Whereas in some production environments work is done in 87 % direct sunlight, other locations
do not have any sunlight, thus switching between extremes. The artificial illumination portion
behaves analogously. On average, the production environment is composed of 33 % artificial
lighting, 37 % sunlight, 16 % of light emitting processes and to 14 % of remaining irradiance.
The total irradiation of these light sources also varies. The median of the irradiance is 3.8
µW/cm2, whereas considerably brighter (17.1 µW/cm2) and darker locations (0.9 µW/cm2)
could also be found. It has been found that the excited wavelength bands also vary from site
and location. When accumulated, the whole visible spectrum is occupied by superposition of
different, heterogeneous light sources (in accordance to [25]). However, at a specific location,
typically only a subset of all possible light sources reach the receiver, leaving certain wavebands
open or barely occupied, as can be seen in Fig. 5. In this example, derived from the irradiance
maxima (irradiance above 5 nWcm−2nm−1) a band of approximately 80 nm is occupied, divided
in six sub-bands. In this case, the visible spectrum is barely occupied, opening 320 nm of usable,
but discontinuous bandwidth. The optical interference can be suppressed by optical filtering,
which needs to be adaptive to the environment. Otherwise, interfering radiance will introduce a
dynamic component at the received signal. As previously derived, the flicker in the electrical
domain is also measured. For the process of MIG welding the frequency representation of the
emitted light intensity is presented in Fig. 8. A light flicker of 75 Hz and 5 MHz can be observed.
In contrast, in the grinding process no characteristic flickering is measured. In Fig. 9 in turn, the
excitation frequencies of all sites is presented accumulated. Light flickers ranging from 50 Hz up
to 65.7 MHz with decreasing intensity. The four strongest excitation frequencies include 50 Hz,
75 Hz, 32.5 kHz and 5 MHz.

The spectrum occupation combined with the accumulated flickering induces interference
leading to bit errors. In Fig. 10 the results of different, interfering irradiance levels based on the
calculation in Eq. (12) and Eq. (16) are demonstrated. For an irradiation of 10−2 µW/cm2 the
channel capacity is showing differences between noise levels. Up to this point the theoretical
channel capacity is solely dependent on the irradiation of the interfering signal. At a noise density
of 4·10−15 W/Hz the theoretically achievable channel capacity is limited to 1330 Mbit/s. This effect
becomes more pronounced in case of OOK-NRZ modulation as demonstrated in Fig. 10 (right).
The data rate is limited to approximately 10 kbit/s in case of interfering irradiation of 0.1 µW/cm2

(for N0 = 4 · 10−15 W/Hz). A data rate of 100 Mbit/s is possible if the interfering irradiation
is below Iint = 10−3 µW/cm2 and noise density levels of N0 = 4 · 10−17 W/Hz. The frequency
characteristic of the interfering light sources is of great importance to the communication
performance. The modulation signal should avoid occupied electrical frequencies or optical
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Fig. 7. Portion of different light sources in the production environment for illumination
(artificial), the sun, processes and a rest.

Fig. 8. Frequency spectrum of a MIG welding process at characteristic frequencies (75 Hz,
5 MHz)

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrum of the environments in total
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wavelength bands. This can be done by an appropriate modulation scheme, which avoids
lower frequency components and maybe also particular frequencies. A wavelength-division
multiplexing or modulation approach could be suited to prevent such interference. With the
gained information it can be derived, that an overall applicable VLC system should be able to
adaptive emit and receive light form discrete bands within the spectrum to prevent cross talk.

Fig. 10. Simulation results of the influence of interfering irradiance on the theoretical
capacity (left) and OOK-NRZ transmission (right) for BER ≤ 10−9 at different noise spectral
densities N0.

4.3. Multi-path propagation due to reflective surfaces

As mentioned above for the multi-path effect only the reflected signal paths are relevant, not the
line of sight. For each of the signal propagation paths, a different average delay τk and attenuation
αk can be estimated specifically for an environment [34]. In order to investigate the channel
characteristics different methods of channel sounding can be employed, for instance short pulses
[35]. A drawback is the generation of sufficient pulse energy to reach long distances. Short
pulses have the advantage that they can be measured directly in the time domain to derive the
attenuation and delay for a TDL model [35] for example by fitting [28]. The frequency dependent
attenuation can be measured by using a swept light signal, but is limited by the light source (LED:
max. 10 kHz - 5 MHz in 30 cm distance) [36]. An LED based measurement system therefore
has a bandwidth restriction depending on the shortest achievable pulse duration. Furthermore,
the radiation pattern of the light emission is a key aspect for the multi-path propagation and
VLC performance characteristic. A broader field of view would allow more mobility, while
reducing the maximum achievable distance. However, a too short distance would not exhibit the
multi-path characteristics because the possible reflections of the beam would not be detected (for
the measurement setup an LED array is used, emitting periodic pulses in a divergence angle of 90◦
in order to measure most of the possible reflected paths). In a static setup, a photo-detector array
receives the light pulses in up to 2.8 m distance. In the mobile scenario the transmitter is moved
longitudinally to the receiver on a conveyor belt (velocity 0.2 m/s) so that the transmission length
changed and could be longer. Comparing realistic scenarios theoretically and experimentally,
this worst-case scenario was chosen. The main bandwidth limitation of the reflections can be
attributed to the delay differences between the line-of-sight and the longest reflected path, which
still contributes significantly to the transmission. The amount of contribution is determined by
the attenuation the signal suffers along its way, which be mostly attributed to the reflectivity of
the surface and the field of view. In Fig. 11 the setup for the multi-path measurement is shown.
No filter or signal processing is used in order to detect most of the multi-path effects. An array
of Kingbright L813 LEDs is used. By emitting light pulses through the optical channel, the
detected signal is a superposition of the reflected signals portions as illustrated in Fig. 12 (left).
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The first pulse received, serves as a reference to which the attenuation and delay of the following
pulses is related. The median of 20 measurements (at the same location in a worst-case scenario)
is used to represent the relative averages of power and delay.

Fig. 11. Measurement setup for worst-case multi-path propagation in an exemplary
production environment. This setting was chosen due to the reflective metallic surfaces and
glass windows.

Fig. 12. Measurement data and TDL parameter derivation (left) and frequency responses
for measured parameters according to Table 1 (right).

The impulse responses in the industrial environment exhibit the expected multi-path property
of delayed and attenuated pulses. In Table 1 the averaged delay and power is listed for the static
and mobile scenario. Five taps have been identified who represent the delays ranging from
23 ns to 156 ns with a respective relative attenuation ranging between −3.9 dB to −10.4 dB. The
first tap has the biggest impact on the signal and is similar in both the static and the mobile
scenarios. This affects the channel impulse response He(f ) according to Eq. (15). In Table 1 the
channel response is demonstrated for different modulation frequencies of the signal. In general
the mobile scenario does exhibit a very similar behavior compared to the static scenario. Both
frequency responses exhibit a low 3-dB bandwidth of approximated 4 MHz, which would restrict
OOK-NRZ transmission to data rates below 10 Mbit/s.

5. Discussion

The measurements and the communication model allow the estimation of VLC connection
errors due to physical effects in industrial environments. The specific analysis of the three –
typically present – physical effects clarify the difference to environments without these effects,
like laboratory environments or offices. Although representing a small sample size, it can be
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assumed that most of the production environment exhibit these effects, but differently pronounced.
Specifically for each degrading effect the significance is discussed hereafter.

Attenuation due to dust: Outdoor optical wireless communication systems face the weather,
which has a considerable effect on the signal in outdoor environments e. g. dense fog is decreasing
the signal quality significantly (e. g. up to 80 %) [2,15]. In indoor systems these effects are not
to be expected. In turn it has been found that the average particle density in the production
environment has also an impact on the communication and it must be differentiated between
different types of industries according to the amount of dust of the involved processes. However,
this effect is dependent on the modulation scheme, leading to a strong decrease in data rate for
OOK-NRZ. Other modulation schemes are to be investigated in future work.

Environmental sources of light: The measured light disturbances pose an enormous time
and location-varying noise for a VLC system. The considered intensity distribution diverges
from the currently assumed white noise. The introduced analysis method to derive the spectral
emission characteristic of individual light sources from superimposed spectral measurements
proved to be effective when individual dark room measurements are not viable. 14 % of the
measured irradiation, however, could not be modelled and need some further elaboration to gain
more precise results. Every examined company has used a variety of lighting devices either
out of partial renewal or because of regions with special illumination needs. Especially when
color-shift keying is used the receiver typically uses a dedicated optical filter [37,38], or a blue
filter is used for bandwidth improvement [39,40].

Whereas this reduces the amount of noise originating from other wavelength bands, the
measurements demonstrate environmental noise in the electrical domain will still be present. The
often used electrical filtering of the received signal, for example with a high-pass filter, which
cuts off the DC components up to 100 Hz [41], will not eliminate the observed flickering effect
in every situation. A reliable VLC system therefore needs to be adaptive to the environment in
terms of the signal processing and the excited spectrum band.

Multi-path propagation due to reflective surfaces: Multi-path propagation decreases the
achievable data rate. The measured TDL model exhibits that mobile and static applications behave
about the same. However, the speed of the measured mobile process is relative low, as processes
exits, which accelerate objects up to 30 m/s (e.g. transportation drones). In general, the industrial
environment poses a considerable multi-path property. In comparison to the standardised ITU
radio TDL models, the observed light-based reflections showed lower delay differences, although
a worst-case scenario was chosen. This indicates the need of an individual TDL scenario for
industrial environments, which accounts for the shorter communication distances and thus also
smaller delay differences. The longer and wider the optical beam, the more reflections and signal
degradation is to be expected. This signal degradation is severe, leading to a strong decrease of
the signal quality.

In summary, it has been shown that common methods for noise reduction by optical and
electrical filtering at the receiver may pose ineffective against these types of noise, when not
adjusted accordingly. In this study, the environmental light sources show the biggest impact on the
communication in most industrial applications and should be tackled. One approach to overcome
this issue is to employ an adaptive system, based on a novel wavelength-division multiplexing
approach [42], whose results will be discussed in future publications. When combined with
the other degrading effects, it is expected that the performance degradation is even more severe.
The analysed physical effects could explain the performance reduction of current VLC systems
in industrial environments. Whereas the need for reliable wireless communication systems is
particularly pronounced in industrial applications, the harsh environment poses a hindrance for
most VLC communication systems. It should be noted that the measurements conducted here
represent just a probe. These however emphasise how different the dynamic behaviour of light
sources are.
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6. Conclusion

This work presents a comprehensive analysis of degrading effects on VLC systems in industrial
applications. Empirically, each degrading effect has been analysed at five different production sites.
A novel method for deducing the individual spectral emission of superimposed measurements
is successfully demonstrated as well as a model to quantify the impact on the communication.
Besides industries, which involve a lot of dust or do not apply sufficient ventilation, environmental
and artificial light sources seem to have the biggest impact. The limited performance of VLC
systems in industrial environments can not only be explained by these effects, but their influence
in the electrical and optical domain can be identified and quantified. Thus, they should be
considered in the design of a VLC system.
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